With the summer holidays drawing to a close and a new year approaching, we
are busy planning both new and returning events and experiences. The year
promises to be an exciting one, with our much anticipated University for a
Night, showcasing visiting faculty at the cutting-edge of their ﬁelds, making its
return. Watch this space for further details in the coming months.
The past year has been an eventful one, and we are grateful for your support.
As students new and old embark on another year of academic excellence, we
look forward to sharing developments from the university and bringing a taste
of the TAU spirit to our shores.
From curing brain cancer in mice to the recent archaeological discovery of a
prehistoric titanic tusk, TAU continues to be part of breaking news. And with
TAU's launch of Israel's ﬁrst scholarship program for international studentathletes, the new year is already off to a running start, promising to progress in
leaps and bounds!

Shabbat Shalom,

Cara G. Case
Chief Executive

Brain cancer in mice
eradicated in
groundbreaking Israeli
study
A groundbreaking study
at Tel Aviv University has
e�ectively
eradicated glioblastoma
multiforme (GBM) – a highly
lethal type of brain cancer –
in mouse models in the lab.
Watch TAU's Dr Lior Mayo
New Israeli research could
make Covid vaccines
unnecessary
A team of researchers from
Tel Aviv University has
identi�ed two antibodies that
neutralize all known strains
of Covid-19, potentially

eliminating the need for
vaccines against the virus.
Read more...

Advanced Eavesdropping:
The Animal Translators
“It’s a colony, they’re very
social, they know each other,”
Tel Aviv University's Dr Yovel
said. “Perhaps when I shout
at you for food, it’s di�erent
from when I shout at
somebody else for food. So
the same call will have
slightly di�erent nuances,
which we were able to detect
using machine learning.”
Read more...

A Mammoth Find!
TAU archaeologists dig up
large tusk of ancient
elephant
Israeli archaeologists recently
unearthed the titanic tusk of
a prehistoric pachyderm near
a kibbutz in southern Israel,
remnants of a behemoth
once hunted by early people
around half a million years
ago
Read more...

The heat is on: Humanity’s
future may hinge on
climate tech
Dr Amir Givati, a lecturer at
Tel Aviv University's
Department of Environmental
Studies and chief science
o�cer at EnviroManager,
said that the issue is "very
serious" and called extreme
heat a "silent killer."
Read more...

With leading faculty, top researchers and prominent alumni, we encourage you
to join TAU in Miami this October.
Click here to register, and here to make a hotel reservation.

SCHOLARSHIP CAMPAIGN
Help ensure that at-risk students can continue to pursue their studies and make
an impact on the world. Our future depends on their future…Their future
depends on YOU!

Donate Now

Support Ethiopian
Students at TAU
Join us on a mission to break down
barriers by increasing access to
high-quality, university education for
Israelis of Ethiopian descent. Click
here to learn more

Donate Now

LEAVE A LEGACY
Be remembered as someone who
made a lasting difference by leaving
a gift in your will to the students and
researchers at Tel Aviv
University. Contact Avril
Fleishman for more details

Please support our efforts by sharing this email with your friends and family:
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